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A training protocol was developed to classically condition feed-
ing behavior in Aplysia californica using tactile stimulation of the
lips as the conditional stimulus (CS) and food as the uncondi-
tional stimulus (US). Paired training induced a greater increase
in the number of bites to the CS than unpaired training or
US-only stimulation. Memory for classical conditioning was
retained for at least 24 hr. The organization of the reinforcement
pathway that supports classical conditioning was analyzed in
additional behavioral experiments. No evidence was found for
the contribution to appetitive reinforcement of US-mediating

pathways originating in the lips of the animals. Bilateral lesions
of the anterior branch of the esophageal nerve, which inner-
vates parts of the foregut, however, were found to attenuate
classical conditioning. Thus, it appears likely that reinforcement
during appetitive classical conditioning of feeding was medi-
ated by afferent pathways that originate in the foregut. The
companion paper (Lechner et al., 2000) describes two neuro-
physiological correlates of the classical conditioning.
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Feeding behavior in Aplysia consists of a sequence of coordinated
appetitive and consummatory components (Kupfermann,
1974a,b). The appetitive phase involves locomotion, rearing of
the head, and head waving, which serve to bring the animal in
contact with food. Once food is centered on the mouth, the
consummatory phase is initiated (Kupfermann, 1974b; Susswein
et al., 1976). Consummatory feeding consists of a series of rhyth-
mic bite movements. Because biting behavior occurs in an all-or-
nothing fashion, it can be easily quantified, and thus, it is well
suited for behavioral observations. In the present study, biting was
used as a behavioral assay to develop an appetitive classical
conditioning procedure for feeding behavior, in which the cellular
mechanisms underlying associative learning and memory could
be analyzed (see companion paper).

In classical conditioning, an animal learns to associate a con-
ditional stimulus (CS) and an unconditional stimulus (US). The
US is chosen to elicit a quantifiable behavioral response in naı̈ve
animals [unconditional response (UR)], whereas the CS, before
training, is typically neutral with respect to the UR. Repeated
paired CS–US presentations result in the development of an
adaptive response to the CS [conditional response (CR)], in
anticipation of the US.

Early attempts to classically condition feeding behavior in
Aplysia using appetitive paradigms (Lickey, 1968; Jahan-Parwar,
1970) produced variable results that were called into question
after others were unable to replicate them (Kupfermann, 1974a).
Recent classical conditioning procedures that used chemical or
tactile stimuli as the CS have proven more successful. For exam-
ple, a differential conditioning procedure for feeding behavior has
been developed (Colwill et al., 1997) in which a chemical stimulus

(CS1) was repeatedly paired with food reinforcement (US). One
hour after the last of 14 training sessions, presentation of the CS1

resulted in a higher number of bites than presentation of another
chemical stimulus (CS2), which had not been paired with the US
during training. Similar results were obtained with tactile stimuli
that differed in texture. Although, this study demonstrated the
potential of Aplysia for appetitive associative learning, it is not
well suited for further, electrophysiological analyses. One prob-
lem arises from the current lack of available information on the
organization of sensory pathways for chemical stimuli in Aplysia
(Xin et al., 1995). Even for tactile stimuli, the neural representa-
tion of which is better understood (Anderson, 1967; Rosen et al.,
1979; Fredman and Jahan-Parwar, 1980), it is unlikely that stim-
ulus qualities representing different textures can be simulated in
vitro.

Here we report the development of an appetitive classical
conditioning procedure that was designed to facilitate subsequent
cellular analyses of associative memory in vitro. It differs from the
procedure described above, mainly in the use of a single tactile
stimulus as CS and in the temporal parameters of the training
protocol. The experiments reported here document short-term
and long-term associative memory induced by this training pro-
cedure. The gross organization of the sensory pathways mediat-
ing the US during classical conditioning was analyzed using
behavioral manipulations and surgical lesions. Finally, we show
that correlates of this classical conditioning can be identified in
vitro (see companion paper).

Some of the results presented here have been presented previ-
ously in abstract form (Lechner et al., 1997).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
General. Aplysia californica (80–220 gm) were obtained from Alacrity
Marine Biological Specimens (Redondo Beach, CA), Marine Specimens
Unlimited (Pacific Palisades, CA), and Marinus (Long Beach, CA). They
were housed individually in perforated plastic cages, floating in aerated
seawater tanks (150 l) at a temperature of 12–15°C. Animals were fed ;1
gm of dried laver, 3 times a week. Before the experiments, animals were
food-deprived for a period of 2–7 d, during which time the animals were
motivated to feed and remained active and healthy. The experiments
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reported here were performed in the months of January to March and
May to September.

Training apparatus. Training took place in a separate aquarium that
contained a set of clear plastic tubes. The tubes helped to restrain
animals in a head-up position (Fig. 1 A). The tubes (20 3 6.5 cm) were
held in place by a submerged platform, so that the upper rim extended
;2 cm above the water surface. Below the water surface, perforations in
the tubes allowed for the influx of water. A constant flow of water was
created by a filter/pump (Eheim type 2213; Houston, TX) attached to the
bottom of the tubes. A grid within the tubes could be adjusted in height
to keep animals near the surface of the water.

Behavioral procedures. Small pieces of laver (;15 mg, dry weight) were
used as USs. The food was presented directly to the lips of the animal
with blunt forceps (Fig. 1 A). This stimulation reliably elicited consum-
matory feeding behavior (i.e., bites) in food-deprived animals. The US
presentation lasted either until the food was ingested, or for a maximum
of 60 sec, when ingestion failed to occur. In some experiments (see Fig.
5), the US was brought in contact with the lips for 5 sec and then removed
without permitting the animal to ingest it. Tactile stimulation of the lips
with a paintbrush (size, number 3) for 8 sec was used as the CS. For
paired training (Fig. 1 B), the interstimulus interval (ISI) between the
onset of CS and food presentation (US) was 3 sec, resulting in an overlap
of 5 sec (delayed classical conditioning). The correct timing of the
presentation of stimuli was guided by the sound of a metronome set at 1
Hz, which kept the variability of stimulus presentations ,1 sec. A
number of control procedures were used in different experiments. In
unpaired training, the ISI was 120 sec, which prevented overlap between
the CS and the presentation of food. Animals of other control groups
received only US presentations (Fig. 1 B) or no stimulus presentations.

The training protocol is illustrated in Figure 1C. After the food-
deprived animals were placed in the tubes, biting behavior was tested by
feeding each animal a piece of laver (US). A 10 min interval was
interposed between this test and the remaining procedure. Before train-
ing, animals received four CS presentations at 60 sec intervals (pretest).
The total number of bites that occurred during this 4 min period was
determined. To control for individual differences in the naı̈ve response to
the CS, pretest scores were balanced among groups. Biting behavior was
defined as a sequence of movements involving the opening of the jaws
and the protraction of the odontophore (a white, tongue-like structure)
from within the buccal cavity, followed by the retraction of the odonto-
phore and the closing of the jaws. As an additional criterion, the odon-

tophore had to be extended beyond the level of the jaws at the peak of
protraction.

Training consisted of 10 trials at an intertrial interval (ITI) of 4 min.
After training, animals received another four presentations of the CS
(Fig. 1C). As in the pretest, the total number of bites that occurred
during this 4 min interval was counted. Testing was done blindly, without
knowledge of the training history of the animal. Finally, animals received
a piece of food (US) to test for intact feeding behavior. Animals that did
not eat at this point were excluded from analysis. Animals were also
excluded if they failed to ingest the US within 60 sec, before, or more
than once during training, or if they inked at any time during the
handling or training. Approximately 15% of animals failed to meet these
criteria.

Surgery. Animals were tested for good feeding responses before sur-
gery, injected with 20 ml of isotonic MgCl2, and placed in a small tank
containing seawater and ice cubes (also prepared from seawater). After
animals had ceased to contract in response to strong tactile stimulation,
two hooks shaped from epidermic needles (30G1/2; Becton Dickinson,
Franklin Lakes, NJ) were placed in the skin along the dorsal midline of
the animal and fastened on either end of the tank by strings. The anterior
hook was placed just caudal of the base of the rhinophores, and the
posterior hook was placed ;2 cm caudal of the anterior hook. By
adjusting the length of the strings, the skin between the hooks was
stretched along the dorsal midline and raised above the water surface. An
incision was cut along the dorsal midline between the hooks and pulled
open using a second pair of hooks arranged perpendicularly to the first
pair. Using forceps, the esophagus was pulled up until the esophageal
nerve (En2) (see Nargeot et al., 1997, for nomenclature) of the buccal
ganglia became visible at the junction between the buccal mass and the
esophagus. The anterior branch of the esophageal nerve was cut on both
sides of the animal. The esophagus was also handled in sham-operated
animals, but no nerves were cut. Subsequently, the second pair of hooks
was removed, and the wound margins were stitched together. Using
nonabsorbable surgical silk suture (4–0; Ethicon, Somerville, NJ) a
triple-knot stitch was made at one end of the incision, and continuous
single-knot stitches were made approximately every 2 mm to close the
wound. The final stitch was fastened with a triple knot, the ends of the
suture were cut short, and the remaining hooks were removed from the
skin. Animals were then returned to 15°C seawater and left to recover for
a minimum of 7 d before behavioral training and testing. All animals

Figure 1. Protocol for classical condi-
tioning of feeding behavior. A, Ani-
mals were restrained in clear plastic
tubes, which facilitated stimulation of
the mouth and lips (see Materials and
Methods for details). Tactile stimula-
tion of the lips with a paintbrush served
as the conditional stimulus (CS) and
food as the unconditional stimulus
(US). B, A delayed pairing procedure
was used in which the CS onset pre-
ceded the US onset by 3 sec. CS and
US overlapped for 5 sec, after which
the CS was terminated. The US was
presented until the animal ingested it,
but no longer than 60 sec. Unpaired
training consisted of CS and US pre-
sentations at an ISI of 120 sec. An
additional control group received US
presentations only. The ITI was 4 min
in all experiments. C, Animals were
tested for feeding behavior (biting) by
offering them a piece of seaweed (US)
before the experiment. Immediately
before training, animals received four
CS presentations (pretest). The num-
ber of bites during this stimulation pe-
riod was counted. Subsequently, ani-
mals received 10 trials of paired,
unpaired, or US-only training. After
training, the number of bites elicited by four CSs (test) was determined and compared to the score obtained during the pretest. Finally, animals
were tested once again for feeding behavior by offering a piece of food (US).
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resumed eating seaweed within 1 d of surgery. After the behavioral
experiments, the lesions were verified in all animals.

Scoring and data analysis. To examine the effects of training, difference
scores were calculated by subtracting the total number of bites observed
during the pretest from the total number of bites observed during the
test. Thus, positive difference scores indicated an increased responsive-
ness to the CS. Data were analyzed with either the Mann–Whitney test
( U), the Kruskal–Wallis test ( H), or the Scheirer–Ray–Hare extension
of the Kruskal–Wallis test (Hx). A nonparametric version of the New-
man–Keuls test ( Q), was used for post hoc analyses, and pairwise
comparisons were done using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test ( W). All
statistics are two-tailed.

RESULTS
Feeding behavior can be classically conditioned
Three groups of animals were trained using the protocol outlined
above (Fig. 1). Animals in the paired group were trained with a
delay classical conditioning procedure. To assess whether learning
depended on the contiguity of the stimuli, an unpaired control
group received CS and US presentations with an ISI of 2 min. A
second control group received only US presentations, to deter-
mine whether the response to the test CS could be modified by
context conditioning and/or nonassociative food arousal (Fig.
1B). The effect of these training procedures on the number of
bites in response to the CS was tested 1 hr after the last condi-
tioning trial and compared to the pretest score (Fig. 2). Paired
training resulted in a greater increase in the number of bites to
the CS (3.48 6 0.93; n 5 21) as compared to unpaired training
(1.10 6 0.94; n 5 21) and US-only presentations (0.00 6 0.87, n 5
22, p , 0.05, H 5 7.206; paired vs unpaired: p , 0.05, Q 5 2.151;
paired vs US-only: p , 0.001, Q 5 5.270). A comparison between
the difference scores in the paired and unpaired groups suggested
that ;70% of the increase in biting after paired training was
indeed pairing-specific. Thus, in subsequent classical conditioning
experiments the use of an unpaired control group was deemed
sufficient.

These results indicate that feeding behavior can be classically
conditioned using the paired training protocol outlined above,
and that memory for the CS–US association was retained for at
least 1 hr. Other protocols that differed in the type of tactile CS
(glass probe) and the intertrial interval (10 min) were also effec-

tive in inducing classical conditioning (Lechner et al., 1997). In all
these protocols, classical conditioning resulted in an increased
probability of biting behavior in response to the CS (see also
companion paper).

Long-term memory for classical conditioning of
feeding behavior
Memory storage is thought to be a continuously ongoing process
of stabilizing, transforming, and updating neural substrates that
represent learned information. Evidence from multiple animal
models for memory storage suggests that this process involves
distinct molecular mechanisms and occurs in temporally distinct
phases. For example, whereas short-term memory is likely to
depend on rapid, covalent modifications of proteins involved in
synaptic release, postsynaptic receptivity, and/or intrinsic prop-
erties of neurons, long-term memory is generally thought to
depend on protein synthesis (Flexner et al., 1963; Agranoff and
Klinger, 1964; Barondes and Cohen, 1965) (for review, see Davis
and Squire, 1984) and morphological modifications of existing
neurons (Bailey and Chen, 1983; Patel et al., 1988). A model
system that exhibits both short-term and long-term memory is
therefore likely to contain a more complex system of molecular
signaling cascades than one that exhibits only short-term storage.
To determine whether classical conditioning of feeding was able
to induce long-term associative memory, retention was tested 1 d
after training. At this interval, memory in analogs of nonassocia-
tive (Castellucci et al., 1986; Montarolo et al., 1986; Dale et al.,
1987; Schacher et al., 1988; Zhang, 1997) and associative
(Schacher et al., 1997) memory in Aplysia have been shown to
depend on protein synthesis.

Two groups of animals received either paired or unpaired
training as outlined above (Fig. 1). In these experiments, how-
ever, animals were returned to their home cages after training,
and retention was tested 24 hr later. To mimic the pretest condi-
tions of the previous day, animals were fed one piece of seaweed
10 min before testing. The increase in the paired group (5.42 6
1.38; n 5 19) was significantly greater than the increase in the
unpaired group (2.90 6 1.01; n 5 20; p , 0.05; U 5 117; Fig. 3),
suggesting that the associative memory for classical conditioning

Figure 2. One hour retention for classical conditioning of feeding behav-
ior. Conditioning was measured by a change in the number of bites
elicited by the CS before (pretest) and after (test) training. Paired
training resulted in a greater increase than unpaired training and US
presentations only. In this and subsequent illustrations, data are displayed
as means 1 SEM.

Figure 3. Long-term memory for classical conditioning of feeding. As-
sociative memory for the CS, induced by paired training was retained for
a minimum of 24 hr. Paired training resulted in a significantly greater
increase in the number of bites to the CS than unpaired training. Before
testing, animals were fed a piece of seaweed to mimic the conditions of the
pretest. This procedure may account for the higher scores in both groups,
compared to those reported in other experiments.
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of feeding was retained for at least 24 hr after training. Further-
more, this result raises the possibility that classical conditioning of
feeding can serve as a model system for studying the cellular and
molecular mechanisms underlying short-term and long-term
forms of associative plasticity.

Pathways of reinforcement in classical conditioning
of feeding
One goal in the behavioral analysis of learning and memory is to
determine the boundary conditions for the successful acquisition
and retention of information. The temporal dynamics of the
learning process, for example, can be addressed experimentally by
determining the rate of acquisition that is achieved when the
temporal features of the training protocol are altered systemati-
cally. Likewise, information about the organization of sensory
pathways that mediate information during learning can be gained
by manipulating certain features of the stimulus presentation.
Insights gained from such behavioral manipulations can then be
used to guide a reductionist approach to studying learning and
memory in greater detail.

In the classical conditioning procedure for feeding behavior
presented here, the US comes in contact with external epithelia
(e.g., lips) and the internal epithelia (e.g., foregut) of the animal.
These receptive fields are innervated by the peripheral nerves of
the cerebral and buccal ganglia, respectively (Fig. 4). To gain
more insight into the organization of the US pathway, the US
presentation was manipulated to selectively activate afferent
pathways originating in the lips. Lip stimulation was achieved by
bringing food in contact with the lips for 5 sec without allowing
the animals to ingest it. The duration of the US presentation was
based on the mean latency for food-induced bites, at which time
contact between food and lips is terminated naturally.

Two groups of animals received paired or unpaired training
during which they were allowed to ingest the US presented to the
lips (i.e., normal). Another two groups received paired or un-
paired training with US presentations to the lips only (i.e., they

were not allowed to ingest food; lips only; Fig. 5). Only paired
training with the normal US led to an increase in the number of
bites in response to the CS 1 hr after training (pairednormal:
2.20 6 0.85; n 5 20). In contrast, paired training with US
presentation to the lips only resulted in a decrease in CS respon-
siveness (pairedlips-only: 22.61 6 0.97; n 5 18). Decreases in the
responsiveness to the CS were also observed in the controls
(unpairednormal: 20.44 6 0.86, n 5 18; and unpairedlips-only:
21.87 6 0.98, n 5 15). A post hoc analysis after a Kruskal–Wallis
test ( p , 0.0001; Hx 5 20.89) between the groups that received
the normal US revealed a pairing-specific increase in responsive-
ness to the CS (pairednormal vs unpairednormal: p , 0.05; Q 5
1.981), indicative of associative learning. In contrast, there was no
significant difference between paired and unpaired groups of
animals that had received US presentation to the lips only
(pairedlips-only vs unpairedlips-only: NS, Q 5 0.887), suggesting that
these animals failed to form CS–US associations. Finally, paired
training with the normal US resulted in more bites in response to
the CS than paired training with US presentation to the lips only
(pairednormal vs pairedlips-only: p , 0.001, Q 5 4.225). These
findings suggest that US presentation to the lips only was not
sufficient to reinforce CS-mediating pathways during classical
conditioning.

Unexpectedly, repeated US presentations to only the lips re-
sulted in a decrease in the response to the CS in both paired and
unpaired groups. Although this decrease was not pairing-specific,
it was significant with respect to the pretest scores ( p , 0.001;
W 5 66.0; n 5 33) when data from both groups were pooled. This
decrease raised the possibility that repeated US presentation to
the lips only had an inhibitory effect on feeding behavior, which is
normally overcome by food stimulation of epithelia in the foregut,
during ingestion. However, in another associative training proto-

Figure 4. Organization of US-mediating afferents. In the training pro-
tocol outlined above, the CS is limited to the tactile stimulation of the lips.
In contrast, the US (food) comes in contact with the sensory epithelia of
the lips and the foregut. The lips and other regions of the head are
innervated by nerves of the cerebral ganglion. The foregut is exclusively
innervated by nerves of the buccal ganglia. Although food-induced acti-
vation of cerebral afferents reliably elicits biting behavior, it is not known
whether these afferents also mediate reinforcement during classical con-
ditioning. An alternative hypothesis is that buccal afferents mediate this
reinforcement instead or contribute to reinforcement.

Figure 5. Behavioral dissection of the reinforcing pathways. Groups of
animals were conditioned by pairing the CS with food that could be
ingested as in previous experiments (normal US) or food that was brought
in contact with the lips, but was not made available for ingestion (lips-only
US). Unpaired controls received the same treatment at the longer ISI.
Only paired training with the normal US resulted in associative learning,
as measured by the number of bites during CS presentation before and
after training. Thus, cerebral afferents originating in the lips were not
sufficient to mediate reinforcement during classical conditioning, despite
the fact that they reliably elicit biting behavior. US presentation to only
the lips resulted in a decrease in the number of bites to the CS 1 hr after
training. This decrease was not pairing-specific and was examined in more
detail in the experiment below (Fig. 6).
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col that was reported by Susswein and Schwarz (1983), inhibition
of feeding behavior by food that was prevented from entering the
buccal cavity was not observed. Thus, a more parsimonious ex-
planation for the decrease in the number of bites 1 hr after
training may be a time-dependent decrement in food arousal over
the course of training. In this case, the failure of lip stimulation to
support CS–US associations may indicate that US-mediating
afferent information from the foregut is necessary for associative
reinforcement of the CS pathway, whereas afferents from the lips
are able to elicit biting behavior, but are neutral with respect to
reinforcement.

To test this possibility, another behavioral experiment was
performed. A group of animals that received 10 trials of US
presentation to the lips only was compared to a group that
received no food stimulation after the pretest. Bite responses to
the CS were tested 1 hr after training or after a period equivalent
to the training and retention interval (Fig. 6). In both groups, the
number of bites to the CS was lower after training than before (lip
only: 22.32 6 1.20, n 5 21; no training: 22.93 6 1.13; n 5 16).
This result, in the absence of any CS during training, suggests
that the decrease in the responsiveness to the CS in the previous
experiment was not specific to the CS presentation. Furthermore,
the similarity of the scores between the groups that received US
presentation to the lips only and the group that received no
training suggested that food stimulation of only the lips was not
effective in sustaining food arousal over the course of a 1 hr
retention interval. Thus, it is possible that the decrease in biting
responses after paired and unpaired training with food stimula-
tion of the lips only as reinforcement reflected a time-dependent
decrease in food arousal, rather than a US-specific inhibitory
effect.

Involvement of the esophageal nerve in
appetitive reinforcement
To examine the potential role of buccal afferent pathways in
appetitive classical conditioning more directly, the effect of sur-
gically lesioning selected buccal nerves before training was deter-
mined. Bilateral lesions of the anterior branch of the esophageal
nerve (En2) were performed by severing these nerve branches in
anesthetized animals (see Materials and Methods). These lesions
had no apparent effects on feeding behavior at the time of
training, 7–14 d after surgery. Sham-operated animals that did
not sustain injury to the nervous system during surgery served as
controls. Lesioned and sham-operated animals received either
paired or unpaired training. In this experiment, all animals were
allowed to ingest food during training and were tested for condi-
tioned responses to the CS 1 hr after training. Sham-operated
animals that received paired training showed a pairing-specific
increase in the number of bites to the CS (pairedsham: 3.33 6
0.79; n 5 33) compared to unpaired sham-operated animals
(unpairedsham: 0.29 6 0.50; n 5 31; p , 0.025; U 5 343). In
contrast, difference scores of paired animals with bilateral En2

lesions (pairedlesion: 1.44 6 0.83; n 5 32), were not significantly
different from those of unpaired animals with En2 lesions (un-
pairedlesion: 20.07 6 0.37; n 5 29; NS, U 5 397.5; Fig. 7). These
observations are consistent with the possibility that afferent path-
ways originating in the foregut and mediated by the anterior
branch of the esophageal nerve contributed to appetitive rein-
forcement during classical conditioning of feeding in Aplysia.

DISCUSSION
Appetitive reinforcement can induce classical
conditioning in Aplysia
This series of experiments demonstrated that components of
feeding behavior (i.e., biting) in Aplysia can be brought under the
control of a tactile stimulus as a result of appetitive classical
conditioning. Because the tactile stimulus could occasionally elicit
biting behavior before training, this example of classical condi-
tioning may be referred to as a conditioning (Byrne, 1987).

Thus far, most training protocols that have been developed to
study the cellular and molecular mechanisms of associative plas-

Figure 6. Time-dependent decrements in CS-evoked biting. To deter-
mine whether food presented only to the lips caused an inhibition of
feeding behavior, the effect of US presentation to the lips only was
compared to the time-dependent decrement in food arousal over an
interval equivalent to training and 1 hr retention. Ten trials of food
stimulation of only the lips resulted in a decrease in responsiveness to the
CS 1 hr after the last food presentation. This decrease, which was similar
in magnitude to the decrease seen after paired training with US presen-
tation to the lips only, however, was not distinguishable from the time-
dependent decrease in biting responses in control animals that did not
receive any stimulation after the pretest. This result suggests that food
stimulation of the lips only does not have an inhibitory effect on feeding,
but rather fails to support food arousal over the duration of the retention
interval.

Figure 7. Effect of esophageal nerve lesions on classical conditioning.
Animals with bilateral lesions of the anterior branch of the esophageal
nerve (En2 ) did not show a significant increase in the number of bites to
the CS 1 hr after training when compared with unpaired control animals.
In contrast, sham-operated animals that were trained concurrently
showed normal conditioning.
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ticity in mammals and invertebrates have relied on classical con-
ditioning procedures involving aversive reinforcement to induce
associative learning (Estes and Skinner, 1941; Gormezano et al.,
1962; Garcia et al., 1966; Crow and Alkon, 1978; Carew et al.,
1981; Tully and Quinn, 1985). Although this approach has proven
very productive, the predominance of a particular type of asso-
ciative learning and memory in studies of learning and memory
does not reveal to what extent the cellular and molecular mech-
anisms identified in these cases generalize to other forms of
associative learning and memory, such as appetitive conditioning
or operant forms of learning. To attain a broader understanding
of the mechanisms underlying associative learning and memory,
it will be necessary to include other examples of associative
learning in future analyses. The appetitive classical condition-
ing procedure described here could be a first step to such a
comparative approach. Classical conditioning of feeding in
Aplysia is a reliable phenomenon that has been replicated
several times using the protocol above, or slightly different
protocols (Colwill et al., 1997; Lechner et al., 1997). Moreover,
training produced an associative memory that persisted for at
least 24 hr, which allows for subsequent cellular analyses (see
companion paper), and may thus prove a useful model system
in which to extend the analysis of mechanisms for associative
learning and memory to appetitive classical conditioning. Fi-
nally, evidence that feeding behavior in Aplysia could be
modified by operant conditioning is accumulating (Susswein
and Schwarz, 1983; Nargeot et al., 1997), which would further
broaden the spectrum of analysis.

The experiments presented here also provide the first insights
into the organization of the US-mediating pathways that contrib-
ute to appetitive associative learning in Aplysia. The information
gathered thus far can be summarized in a simple model circuit
(Fig. 8). In this model, biting behavior is produced by a response
system that comprises command-like neurons in the cerebral
ganglion and central pattern generators in the cerebral and buccal
ganglia. Cerebral mechanosensory pathways originating in the
lips have been shown to make connections to the response system
(Rosen et al., 1979, 1982), but are presumably too weak to drive
the response system reliably before conditioning. The effective-
ness of mechanosensory activity to drive the response system can
increase if CS and US presentations are made contingent on each
other during paired training. Sensory fibers that originate in the
lips as well as in the foregut mediate the US and reliably drive the
response system by means of strong excitatory synapses. Accord-
ing to the results shown in Figures 5 and 6, however, afferents
from the lips are unable to modulate the ability of CS-mediating
pathways to elicit biting behavior, and thus, fail to produce clas-
sical conditioning. Afferent pathways originating in the foregut,
on the other hand, may be sufficient to modulate the CS pathway.
The impairment of classical conditioning in animals that sus-
tained bilateral lesions of En2 (Fig. 7) is consistent with the idea
that En2 contributes to the increase in CS-induced biting during
training by modulating CS-mediating pathways. This hypothesis
is supported by independent evidence for a role of the esophageal
nerve in associative learning in a paradigm developed by Suss-
wein and Schwarz (1983). In this paradigm, animals were pre-
sented with food sewn into small nets that the animals could pull
into the buccal cavity but not swallow. After repeated attempts to
swallow netted food, animals ceased responding to netted food,
and made fewer attempts to swallow netted food when presented
with it on subsequent days. This protocol shares features with
operant conditioning in that negative reinforcement (inability to

ingest food) is made contingent on attempts to eat netted food
(Susswein et al., 1986; Nargeot et al., 1997). Yet, because the
conditioned decrease in response to netted food is specific to the
particular kind of food used during training, it is likely that
animals also form an association between a chemical stimulus
characteristic for the food and negative reinforcement. Thus, this
associative learning paradigm may contain components of classi-
cal conditioning. Moreover, bilateral lesions of the esophageal
nerve, which mediates sensory information from the foregut,
abolished this form of learning (Schwarz and Susswein, 1986). A
comparison between the effect of nerve lesions (Fig. 7) and of US
presentations to the lips only (Fig. 5), however, suggests that En2

lesions attenuated appetitive classical conditioning to a lesser
extent than the lips-only US, which prevented the activation of all
buccal afferents. Thus, it is likely that appetitive modulation in
classical conditioning of feeding is not exclusively mediated by
En2. Other nerves that innervate the sensory epithelia of the
foregut, such as branches of buccal nerve 2, may contribute to this
modulation, in addition to En2. Future lesion studies will be
necessary to explore the reinforcement-mediating pathways for
classical conditioning of feeding in greater detail.

Other invertebrate models of classical conditioning
using appetitive training
Appetitive protocols for classical conditioning have been devel-
oped in other invertebrates. Proboscis extension, for example, has
been successfully conditioned in flies (Nelson, 1971) and honey-
bees (Bitterman et al., 1983), using food as reinforcement and
chemical or olfactory stimuli as CSs. Although insect brains are

Figure 8. Model circuit for classical conditioning of feeding behavior in
Aplysia. Information about the CS is mediated by cerebral mechanosen-
sory afferents that originate in the lips. These afferents make weak
synaptic connections to a response system consisting of command neu-
rons, located in the cerebral ganglion, and central pattern generators in
the cerebral and buccal ganglia that produce consummatory feeding
behavior (bites). As a result of classical conditioning, these weak connec-
tions and/or the response system itself undergo modulation that leads to
an increased probability for feeding behavior to occur in response to
mechanosensory stimulation of the lips. The modulatory system is acti-
vated by sensory afferents mediating the US (food). Although US-
mediating cerebral afferents from the lips reliably activate the response
system, no evidence was found that they activate the modulatory
system (dashed lines), and thus do not contribute to appetitive rein-
forcement. In contrast, experimental evidence is consistent with the
idea that afferents from the foregut, including the En2 , mediate the
reinforcing component of the US by activating the modulatory system
during conditioning.
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challenging preparations for electrophysiological techniques, neu-
rons in the honeybee brain have been identified that mediate
appetitive reinforcement (Hammer, 1993) or correlate with asso-
ciative learning (Mauelshagen, 1993). In addition, octopamine
has been identified as a modulatory transmitter for appetitive
reinforcement (Menzel et al., 1993; Kreissl et al., 1994; Hammer
and Menzel, 1998), and the molecular mechanisms underlying
classical conditioning in the honeybee have been characterized in
some detail (Hildebrandt and Müller, 1995; Menzel and Müller,
1996; Müller, 1996, 1997). Classical conditioning protocols for
molluscan preparations, such as the pond snail Lymnea stagnalis
that are more accessible to cellular analyses, have also been
developed (Alexander et al., 1982, 1984; Audesirk et al., 1982;
Kemenes and Benjamin, 1989, 1994). The molecular mechanisms
underlying this example of associative learning, however, have
not been studied. Reward learning in Lymnea could be induced by
making the presence of sucrose solution (US) in the water sur-
rounding the animal contingent on a chemical or tactile stimulus
(CS). Training results in an increase in feeding movements in
response to tactile stimulation that can persist for several weeks
(Alexander et al., 1984; Kemenes and Benjamin, 1994). Recently,
extracellular and cellular correlates of classical conditioning in
Lymnea have been identified (Staras et al., 1998, 1999) in ele-
ments of the circuitry that produces feeding behavior (Benjamin
and Elliott, 1989), and the neural representation of the CS and
US have been characterized (Kemenes and Benjamin, 1994;
Staras et al., 1999).

An analysis of the cellular and molecular mechanisms under-
lying classical conditioning in the currently studied invertebrate
models of appetitive learning may elucidate mechanisms of neural
function that specifically mediate appetitive forms of learning and
memory. Such analyses could then provide the foundation for
expanding and refining the known principles that apply to asso-
ciative learning and memory in general.
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